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1. Introduction
This planning rationale has been prepared to assess the appropriateness of applications for the lifting of
a holding zone provision and site plan control for a property located at 655 and 755 Anand Private
(formerly part of 1172 Walkley Road) just west of the intersection with Bank Street. The requested
amendment would lift the holding zone exception from the current General Mixed Use Subzone 1
[1404] F (2.0) H (50) - h. The holding zone requires the completion and approval of a servicing and
traffic study before development of the site can proceed. The Appendix contains a collection of maps,
plans, aerial photographs and graphic materials that provide visual support to the text.

2. Existing Situation
The subject property is the southern portion of a triangular wedge of property formerly known as 1172
Walkley Road. The site is approximately 19,812 square metres. To the west of site there is the corridor
containing the Airport Parkway and the Walkley O-Train and BRT station. To the east of the site is a
mixed retail and commercial office area which is part of the Bank Street commercial corridor. To the
north of the site across Walkley Road, is a townhouse development.
This project will be the second phase in the redevelopment of the subject property. Phase 1 included a
5 storey Marriott Residence Inn and a 10 storey residential condominium containing 116 units. The
hotel has been completed and was opened in 2013. The residential condominium is currently under
construction with a completion date in the fall of 2014.
The first phase also included the construction of Anand Private as an internal private road link serving
Phases 1 and 2 and providing a signalized connection to Walkley Road. To provide an alternate access, a
right of way agreement was entered into with Shoppers Drug Mart at the north end of the site which
allows direct access to Bank Street through the Shoppers site.
The subject site is currently vacant. Physically the overall site is lower than the grade at Walkley Road
and continues to slope downwards as you move south towards the subject property. There is also an
east-west slope as you move from Bank Street across the property. Finally there is a significant drop in
grade along the western edge of the site where it abuts the O-Train line. Along the eastern limit, there
is a hydro line and easement.

3. Development Proposal Overview
The proposal for Phase 2 is a residential development composed of two 16 storey towers on a shared
podium base containing 2.5 levels of underground parking. There will be a total of 250 apartment units.
The proposed parking structure will contain 168 resident spaces and 51 visitor spaces for a total of 219
all of which will be underground. Access to the building will be from a two way U-shaped ramp onto the
shared podium. Vehicle access to the underground parking garage for both residents and visitors will be
from a single point of entry. A separate loading entrance is available for each tower to facilitate moving
trucks, larger deliveries and waste management handling.
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The site is in a highly visible location along the Airport Parkway, a key entry route into Ottawa for
people arriving by air. As well, the site is clearly visible from Walkley Road heading east towards Bank
Street and from the O-Train line which is immediately west of the site.

4. Policy Framework
This section provides an overview of key land use policies that affect the property and demonstrates
how the proposal conforms to the land use objectives applicable to this site.
Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) is issued under the authority of Section 3 of the Planning Act and
provides policy direction on matters of provincial interest related to land use planning. The 2005 PPS
was recently replaced by the 2014 PPS which came into force on April 30, 2014. Decisions affecting
planning matters “must be consistent with” the policy statements issued under the Planning Act.
A key principle of the PPS is the intensification of built-up areas to efficiently use land with existing
infrastructure and public service facilities to avoid the need for unjustified and uneconomic expansion.
As a result, planning authorities like the City of Ottawa must identify and promote opportunities for
intensification and redevelopment [Policies 1.1.3.2 b) and 1.1.3.3].
In addition to being consistent with the intensification principle in the PPS of concentrating growth
within the urban area, the proposed development also addresses the following Provincial Policy
interests:






Policy 1.1.1.a) promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the
financial well-being of the Province and municipalities over the long term;
Policy 1.1.1.b) accommodating an appropriate range and mix of residential (including second
units, affordable housing and housing for older persons), employment (including industrial and
commercial), institutional (including places of worship, cemeteries and long-term care homes),
recreation, park and open space, and other uses to meet long-term needs;
Policy 1.1.1.e) promoting cost-effective development standards to minimize land consumption
and servicing costs;
Policy 1.1.3.2.a) Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on:
a) densities and a mix of land uses which:
1. efficiently use land and resources;
2. are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the infrastructure and public service facilities
which are planned or available, and avoid the need for their unjustified and/or
uneconomical expansion;
3. minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change, and promote energy
efficiency;
4. support active transportation;
5. are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may be developed; and
6. are freight-supportive; and
b) a range of uses and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment in accordance with
the criteria in policy 1.1.3.3, where this can be accommodated.
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Policy 1.1.3.3 Identifying and promoting opportunities for intensification and redevelopment
where this can be accommodated taking into account existing building stock and areas,
including brownfield sites, and the availability of suitable existing or planned infrastructure and
public service facilities required to accommodate projected needs.
Policy 1.4.3 Planning authorities shall provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing types
and densities to meet projected requirements of current and future residents of the regional
market area by:
c) directing the development of new housing towards locations where appropriate levels of
infrastructure and public service facilities are or will be available to support current and
projected needs;
d) promoting densities for new housing which efficiently use land, resources, infrastructure and
public service facilities, and support the use of active transportation and transit in areas
where it exists or is to be developed;
Policy 1.6.6.2 Municipal sewage services and municipal water services are the preferred form of
servicing for settlement areas. Intensification and redevelopment within settlement areas on
existing municipal sewage services and municipal water services should be promoted, wherever
feasible.
Policy 1.6.7.4 A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize the
length and number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit and active
transportation.
Policy 1.6.8.3 Planning authorities shall not permit development in planned [transportation]
corridors that could preclude or negatively affect the use of the corridor for the purpose(s) for
which it was identified.
New development proposed on adjacent lands to existing or planned corridors and
transportation facilities should be compatible with, and supportive of, the long-term purposes of
the corridor and should be designed to avoid, mitigate or minimize negative impacts on and
from the corridor and transportation facilities.

Based on this review of the PPS, it is clear that the proposed development is consistent and supports
provincial policy objectives. The subject site has access to Walkley Road which is a designated arterial
roadway within the City of Ottawa urban settlement area and will contribute to the provision of housing
opportunities in a compact and sustainable building form. Its proximity to an existing BRT and O-Train
station as well as to a broad range of commercial and community services and facilities, will reduce
vehicle trips and contribute to increased pedestrian activity.
City of Ottawa Official Plan
The Official Plan provides the overall local planning policy framework for evaluating the appropriateness
of a proposed development. Volume 1 is the primary plan and is broken down into a number of
sections beginning with high level city wide objectives relating to growth management and moving
down to more specific policies to be applied to individual development applications. Volume 2a
contains more detailed secondary plans that cover certain areas of the city and includes the Bank Street
Secondary Plan which provides additional policies for this site.
In December 2013, the City of Ottawa enacted Official Plan Amendment 150 which is an amendment
intended to implement the 5 year review of the Official Plan. This amendment was approved by the
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Minister of Municipal Affairs on April 24, 2014 and had an appeal period which ended on May 20, 2014.
During the appeal period, a number of appeals were filed which affect all and specific parts part of OPA
150 which means that the amendment cannot come into full force and effect until these appeals have
been resolved. As a result, this Planning Rationale is based on the Official Plan as adopted in 2003
including all amendments in full force at the time of writing. The following paragraphs review the
proposed development in the context of the Official Plan.
Section 2 – Strategic Directions of the Plan provides the strategic policy framework for growth and
development at the City-wide level. The Plan anticipates that much of the demand for new housing
after 2006 will be for smaller units such as apartments and that one-third of housing growth within the
Greenbelt will be this type of housing.
Within Section 2, the two most relevant subsections to the subject proposal are as follows:
Section 2.2.2 Managing Growth Within the Urban Area provides an overall strategy and context for the
consideration of intensification and infill. The Plan is predicated on an approach best described as
‘nodes and corridors’ which are areas targeted for more intensive growth. The subject property is
located immediately adjacent to an existing BRT and O-Train Station along the proposed north-south
LRT line as designated on Schedule D – Rapid Transit Network and therefore is an area with strong
support for intensification and infill. The following excerpt from the preamble to this section provides
general guidance for considering appropriate levels of intensification and infill:
“Consequently, the policy direction of this Plan is to promote an efficient land-use pattern within
the urban area through intensification of locations that are strategically aligned with the
transportation network, particularly the rapid transit network,”
“This Plan encourages areas around major transit stations to develop as compact, walkable,
mixed-use developments with densities that support transit use in both directions in which the
line runs throughout the day.”
Within this section there are also specific policies that support the proposed development. The
following excerpts are the most relevant in this situation:


Policy 2.2.2.1 provides a definition for Intensification which includes the following subsections:
a. “Redevelopment (the creation of new units, uses or lots on previously developed land in
existing communities), including the redevelopment of Brownfield sites;
b. The development of vacant or underutilized lots within previously developed areas,
being defined as adjacent areas that were developed four or more years prior to new
intensification.
c. Infill development;”



Policy 2.2.2.14 Intensification Outside of Target Areas states “The City also supports
intensification throughout the urban area, including areas designated General Urban Area. The
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City will promote opportunities for intensification in the following cases, provided that all other
policies in the Plan are met:
a) Lands within 600 metres of future or existing rapid-transit stations with potential to develop
as compact, mixed-use and pedestrian-friendly cores;
b) Lands that are no longer viable for the purpose for which they were intended, such as older
industrial areas, exhausted quarries, or abandoned transportation corridors that are not
planned for open space or designated as Recreational Pathways, but does not include lands
designated as Employment Area or Enterprise Area where the proposal for intensification or
infill would introduce uses not otherwise permitted by this Plan;
c) Lands where the present use is maintained but the addition of residential uses or other uses
can be accomplished in a complementary manner, such as on under-utilized shopping centre
sites;
d) Lands currently or formerly used as parking lots or other extensive storage purposes;
e) Lands where records indicate existing contamination due to previous commercial or
industrial use, but which can be made suitable for development if cleaned up.
Section 3.6.1 General Urban Area is in the part of the Plan that establishes specific land use
designations and the policies governing those designations. As previously noted, the site is designated
General Urban Area which falls under this section. The planned function for this designation is to
“permit the development of a full range and choice of housing types to meet the needs of all ages,
incomes and life circumstances, in combination with conveniently located employment, retail, service,
cultural, leisure, entertainment and institutional uses.”
Overall, Phase 1 and the proposed Phase 2 for this property provide a broad range of housing
opportunities as envisaged in the General Urban Area designation. The two proposed residential
apartment buildings in Phase 2 will increase the potential for new transit riders at the adjacent station
as well as support the local commercial retail and office uses along the Bank Street corridor. However,
the policies of this section provide more detailed direction on the form and height of buildings to ensure
their compatibility with the existing neighbourhood context. The following excerpt provides more detail
on this:
Policies
1. General Urban Area areas are designated on Schedule B. The General Urban Area designation
permits all types and densities of housing, as well as employment, retail uses, service, industrial,
cultural, leisure, greenspace, entertainment and institutional uses.
2. The evaluation of development applications, studies, other plans and public works undertaken
by the City in the General Urban Area will be in accordance with Section 2.5.1 and Section 4.11.
3. When considering a proposal for residential intensification through infill or redevelopment in the
General Urban Area, the City will:
a. Recognize the importance of new development relating to existing community character
so that it enhances and builds upon desirable established patterns and built form;
b. Apply the policies of Section 2.5.1 and Section 4.11;
c. Consider its contribution to the maintenance and achievement of a balance of housing
types and tenures to provide a full range of housing for a variety of demographic profiles
throughout the General Urban Area;
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d. Assess ground-oriented multiple housing forms, such as duplex, triplex and fourplex, as
one means of intensifying within established low-rise residential communities.
The proposed development of two 16 storey apartment buildings on the subject property has been
designed to satisfy Subsection a). The site is on the edge of the lower profile built form of nearby
neighbourhoods and its naturally lower elevation along with the distance from these neighbourhoods
allows for a transition in height. As well, the addition of approximately 250 new apartment units will
contribute to the range of housing forms in this area as required in Subsection c) which is dominated by
ground oriented housing types like single and semi-detached dwellings and townhouses. The next
paragraphs will demonstrate how the proposal satisfies the policies under Sections 2.5.1 and 4.11 as
required by Subsection e).
Section 2.5.1 Urban Design and Compatibility provides direction on issues related to urban design and
compatibility when considering applications for infill and intensification within the existing community.
Development must be sensitive to and compatible with existing communities that have developed over
long periods of time. Compatible development is defined as development that although not necessarily
the same as or similar to existing buildings in the vicinity, nonetheless enhances an established
community and coexists with existing development without causing undue adverse impact on
surrounding properties. In other words, it ‘fits well’ within the physical context and ‘works well’ among
those buildings and functions that surround it.
The following section identifies the design principle and then describes how the proposed development
achieves the related objectives as stated in Section 2.5.1:
1. “To enhance the sense of community by creating and maintaining places with their own
distinct identity.”
The proposed development responds to the existing conditions while recognizing the planned function
of the site and surrounding area. The site is located immediately east of an existing BRT and O-Train
Transfer Station. It is also located in an area that can be described as ‘behind’ the commercial land uses
that front onto the Bank Street corridor. Given its lack of commercial frontage and visibility and its
location between the transit station and these uses, the opportunity exists to provide both an intensive
housing development and a potential pedestrian and cycling link to better connect these uses.
2.

“To define quality public and private spaces through development”

Significant attention has been paid to ensuring that the exterior spaces and pathways are
interconnected with the City’s cycling and pedestrian pathway network. The site is immediately
adjacent to the off road pathway running north-south along the Airport Parkway (see Appendix A5 for
pathway network) and will serve to link the site to this city-wide network. Opportunities also exist as
properties along Bank Street redevelop, to link the site in an east-west direction to the rapid transit
station and to the north-south off road pathway network.
3. “To create places that are safe, accessible and are easy to get to, and move through.”
The site has been designed using Anand Private as the vehicular access to Walkley Road. This roadway
also provides pedestrian access with sidewalks. The on-site pathway network provides a secondary
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network which is a separate and safe means of access for cyclist and pedestrians for both residents and
the general public.
4. “To ensure that new development respects the character of existing areas.”
5. “To consider adaptability and diversity by creating places that can adapt and evolve easily
over time and that are characterized by variety and choice.”
The site is bounded on the north by Walkley Road which is an arterial roadway; on the east by surface
parking lots and the backs of commercial buildings along Bank Street; and to the south and west by the
rapid transit station and Airport Parkway. As an isolated property, it provides an excellent site for
intensive redevelopment to support the rapid transit station as it evolves over time while not impacting
the built form of adjacent areas.
Phase 1 of this project saw the construction of a 5 storey Marriott Residence Inn which serves short to
long term stay visitors and a 10 storey 116 unit apartment condominium building to provide both
ownership and rental housing opportunities. Phase 2 proposes to add to this housing mix by providing
an additional 250 apartment units which will also be available for ownership and rental housing options.
These buildings are well served by the existing rapid transit station service to Carleton University, the
downtown, the airport to the south and the rest of the rapid transit network. With the planned
expansion of the LRT service and improvements to the station in the longer term, this site will be well
suited to evolve to meet the demand for affordable housing options in a transit supportive location.
6. “To understand and respect natural processes and features in development design”
It is intended to manage storm water runoff from the site based on a storm water management plan
which includes a dry storm water retention area. This will ensure quality and quantity control for the
discharge into the Sawmill Creek drainage area.
7. “To maximize energy-efficiency and promote sustainable design to reduce the resource
consumption, energy use, and carbon footprint of the built environment.”
The buildings and site have been oriented to maximize solar gain while providing shaded areas for the
pathways and common areas at ground level. The buildings themselves have been designed to comply
with the latest energy efficiency standards. The site is well served by rapid transit and is close proximity
to shopping, employment and recreational uses to encourage walking, cycling and transit usage.
Shopping for all daily needs is within easy walking distance from the site.
Section 4.11 Urban Design and Compatibility is part of Section 4 – Review of Development
Applications and provides detailed direction on how to assess development applications in the overall
context of the Plan. Within Subsection 4.11.2 there is a list of operational criteria to be considered to
minimize the impact of new infill development. The following table identifies the criteria and how this
proposal addresses it.
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Criteria
Traffic





Vehicular Access



Parking Requirements



Outdoor Amenity Areas







Loading Areas, Service
Areas, and Outdoor
Storage
Lighting



Noise and Air Quality




Sunlight



Microclimate
Supporting
Neighbourhood Services




Response
A Transportation Brief was prepared by Delcan to address local
transportation impacts. The summary conclusion of the Brief is that
“The proposed development fits well into the context of the surrounding
area, and its location and design serves to promote the use of walking,
cycling, and transit modes, thus supporting City of Ottawa policies,
goals and objectives with respect to redevelopment, intensification and
modal share.”
The property is situated within the established arterial road network
and immediately adjacent an existing rapid transit station which is
planned to redevelop as the LRT extends along the north south line.
The site is accessed from Anand Private, an internal roadway linking the
site to Walkley Road. A single point of access has been designed to the
underground parking garage for residents and visitors to both buildings.
A total of 219 underground parking spaces will be provided for
residents (168) and visitors (51). By-law 208-250 requires a minimum of
125 resident spaces and 50 visitor spaces (Table 101 & 102) and a
maximum of 438 spaces due to proximity to rapid transit station (Table
103).
Bicycle parking requirements will be met on site also underground.
At grade, outdoor public amenity space will be shared with Phase 1 and
consists of proposed playground plus the dry pond area intended as
part of the storm water management plan.
Private balconies will be available for most apartment units.
On the roof, there will be landscaped outdoor areas accessible to
residents of the buildings.
A separate entrance to each building has been provided for larger
deliveries and moving trucks as well as to accommodate waste
management pick-up.
Proposed lighting of the outdoor areas, the pathway network and
Anand Private will be to City standards.
No significant noise or air quality impacts are anticipated from this
project.
A noise and vibration study is being undertaken to address any impacts
on the residential uses and related amenity areas from the adjacent
arterials and transit corridor.
A full sun shadow analysis has been undertaken as part of the urban
design review with no significant impacts being identified on adjacent
properties.
No significant impacts are anticipated on the local microclimate.
The site is well served by existing services in the immediate such as:
o Commercial business in the Bank Street corridor
o Frank J. Licari Park
o Deborah Anne Kirwan Pool
o Ledbury Park
o Jim Durrell Recreation Centre
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Section 4.11 also provides direction on determining appropriate building profiles or heights. The
proposed 16 storey buildings are defined as High-rise building by Subsection 7). The following policies
provide more direction and support for this project:
Section 4.11.9: “In addition to provisions in policy 8 above, high-rise buildings may be considered
in the following locations, provided all other policies of this Plan have been met:
a. Within areas characterized by high-rise buildings that have direct access to an
arterial road, or;
b. Within 600 metres of a rapid transit station as identified on Schedule D, or;
c. Where a community design plan, secondary plan, or other similar Council-approved
planning document identifies locations suitable for the creation of a community
focus on a strategic corner lot, or at a gateway location or on a terminating site to
strategic view, or a site that frames important open spaces, or at a location where
there are significant opportunities to support transit at a transit stop or station by
providing a pedestrian and transit-oriented mix of uses and activities, or;
d. Within areas identified for high-rise buildings where these building profiles are
already permitted in the Zoning By-law approved by Council, or;
e.

Within areas where a built form transition as described in policy 12 below is
appropriate.

The proposed development satisfies the intent of these policies as the site is immediately adjacent to a
rapid transit station and is designated or supported for high-rise development in the following:





Bank Street Secondary Plan and Community Design Plan for high rise development;
Schedule D – Rapid Transit Network adjacent to the a an existing and planned station
Schedule I – Multi-use Pathways and Scenic Entry Points – Urban which designates this site as
part of a scenic entry point along the Airport Parkway.
Existing zoning permits apartment dwelling, high-rise and the zone permits a maximum height
of 50 metres which is adequate for the proposed 16 storey profile.

In Volume 2a of the Plan we find the Bank Street Secondary Plan which provides more detailed policies
on design and local neighbourhood issues. The policies of the Secondary Plan encourage infill and
redevelopment of the Bank Street corridor which historically grew as an auto oriented commercial strip.
The focus is on various planning nodes identified in the Plan and the subject property is part of the
southwest quadrant of the Walkley Node found in Section 1.5.3. High rise buildings are identified as a
permitted use in this quadrant.
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The Secondary Plan also provides additional direction on building design in Section 1.4 under Built Form
with following policies:
1. Unless otherwise specified, the maximum building height for Node areas is 50 metres,
approximately a 16-storey building. The maximum permitted height may be lower depending on
the distance away from residential areas.
2. The maximum building height for the properties within the Connecting Areas is 25 metres,
approximately an eight-storey building. The maximum permitted height may be lower
depending on the distance away from residential areas.
3. A maximum floor space index (FSI) of 2.0 is permitted for properties zoned as Arterial Mainstreet
Zone. If 80% of the required parking is provided below grade, the maximum FSI is 3.5.
4. A well-defined streetwall of two to four-storeys is encouraged along Bank Street to create a
visually continuous streetscape and a strong street edge.
5. Mixed-use buildings should have a high ground floor-to-ceiling measurements to allow for a
range of uses (e.g. 4.5 metres from floor-to-ceiling).
6. Height transitions shall be maintained between high-rise buildings, mid-rise buildings and
existing low-rise buildings. Transitions in heights can be achieved by: locating tall buildings away
from low buildings, having a generous separation space between buildings, and having upper
storeys of building stepped-back away from low buildings.
The proposed development of two 16 storey apartment buildings with a floor space index less than 2.0
would conform to these policies. Since all of the proposed parking is below grade, the site would be
allowed an FSI up to 3.5. Transitions in height between Phase 1 and 2 are accommodated through both
physical distance and through the drop in grade as you move southerly on the site.
In this section there are also policies relating to Design with the following being applicable to this site:
7. High-rise towers should be point towers with floor plates that do not to exceed 750 square
metres, with a generous separation distance between towers. A minimum separation
distance of 30 metres is recommended.
8. The location and orientation of upper-storeys of high-rise buildings shall be sensitive to
adjacent residential areas. The perceived intrusion of high-rise buildings onto private
amenity spaces of existing residential neighbours should be minimized or mitigated.
9. Development proposals within nodes and under the zoning designation of Arterial
Mainstreet are to be reviewed by the City’s Urban Design Review Panel (UDRP). Preapplication consultation is required. Exemptions of when the UDRP does not require
application review are established by the City and should be followed.
The proposed architectural form complies with these design directions with respect to tower footprint
and separation. The subject property is a significant distance away from any lower profile residential
properties so there is no impact or intrusion on these neighbourhoods. The proposal has also been
reviewed by the Urban Design Review Panel on two separate occasions with the current architectural
form responding to the comments from the Panel.
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5. Urban Design Guidelines
Urban Design Guidelines for High-Rise Housing
The Urban Design Guidelines for High-Rise Housing document was approved by Council in October
2009. The guidelines are to be used during the review of development proposals to promote and
achieve appropriate high-rise development.
The proposed development meets the following applicable design guidelines, among others:
















The development sits at the edge of the existing urban fabric and provides a transition and link
between that fabric and the existing rapid transit station. It provides new links to the City’s
north-south off road pathway system that follows the Airport Parkway. It also provides
opportunities for new pedestrian and cycling east-west connections from Bank Street properties
as they re-develop over time. (Guideline 1a)
Due to the building location on a gateway entrance to the City from the Airport, the twin towers
have been designed as landmark feature to be visible at a distance and located in conjunction
with a major transit station. (Guideline 2a)
The shared podium base and slim form of the towers provide a good transition for pedestrians
at grade and for the adjacent mid-rise buildings to the north in Phase 1. The site is located a
significant distance from other low-rise building forms and is physically lower than the average
grade of adjacent lands which allows provide a good transition to the taller 16 storey form.
(Guidelines 3, 4, 5 and 6)
The slim profile towers have been located in a north south alignment which minimizes the sun
shadow impacts on adjacent development in Phase 1. In addition, the pathways and amenity
areas have been located along the western side of the site to take advantage of afternoon sun
and minimize wind effects. (Guidelines 10, 11 and 36)
The towers have been separated by the required 30 metre spacing to minimize the massing
impacts on adjacent development. (Guideline 20)
The proximity to the existing BRT and O-Train Station is countered to a degree by the significant
difference in grade between the sites. The current design accommodates interconnections with
the sidewalk along Walkley Road and with the north-south off road pathway network to gain
access to the station as it is developed today. As the station is re-developed through future
phases of the LRT plan, additional direct access points can be accommodated to facilitate eastwest movements. (Guideline 34)
A proposed playground and structure along with pedestrian/cycling pathways and the passive
recreation opportunities in the dry pond area will provide a range of outdoor amenity areas at
grade. Additional private and communal spaces will be available to residents through private
balconies and an open air roof terrace. (Guidelines 38, 39, 40 and 41)
Site circulation for vehicles and pedestrians will be accommodated using a new private roadway
with a sidewalk along the easterly edge of the site connecting to Walkley Road at a signalized
intersection. This roadway also supports movements to Bank Street through a right of way
across the Shoppers Drug Mart site. Additional on-site circulation is supported by a pathway
network. (Guideline 53)
All parking (vehicular and bicycle) will be accommodated underground with a shared access
between the two towers. A convenient drop off area has been provided at each building
entrance as well as shared location between the towers for smaller deliveries. A separate
loading access has been included for each tower to facilitate larger deliveries and moving vans.
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Waste management facilities are also contained underground to avoid external impacts.
(Guidelines 58, 59, 63, 64 and 65.)
While design guidelines are not intended to be a checklist, it is evident that the proposed development
has responded to most of the key directions from the guideline as well as from the Urban Design Review
Panel.

6. Zoning By-law Amendment
The current zoning of the site is General Mixed Use Subzone 1 (GM1) [1404] F (2.0) H (50) - h.
Exception [1404] refers to the following site specific provisions:
1404
GM1[1404] F(2.0)
(By-law
H(50)-h
2012-91)
(By-law
2008-283)

-hotel

- Section 188(1)(a) does not
apply
- minimum front yard setback:
0.0m
- the lands zoned GM1[1404]
F(2.0) H(50) are considered one
lot for zoning by-law compliance
purposes
--despite Schedule 1 the
minimum number of parking
spaces required will be
calculated using the
requirements of column III, Area
B of Table 101
-the holding symbol cannot be
removed from the property until
a servicing and traffic study that
outlines measures that support
the proposed development is
submitted and is deemed
satisfactory by the General
Manager of Planning and Growth
Management

The key provision affecting this proposal relates to the holding zone (-h). To address the requirement
for a traffic study, Delcan was engaged to carry out an analysis which has been submitted in the form of
a Traffic Brief. This brief indicates that the proposed development can be accommodated with the
proposed traffic management and mitigation measures. With respect to site servicing, MMM Group has
completed an analysis which indicates that the development can be accommodated based on the
proposed servicing plan with no adverse impacts on the servicing network. For additional detail on
these reports, reference should be made to the original reports which are on file with the City of
Ottawa.
F (2.0) sets a specific floor space index to limit the site development and H (50) set a specific height limit
of 50 metres. In both cases, the proposed development complies with the requirements.
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The general purpose of the General Mixed Use Zone (GM) relates to official plan policy that was in
place prior to amalgamation as can be seen subsection 1) in the following excerpt:
(1)

allow residential, commercial and institutional uses, or mixed use development in the General Urban
Area and in the Upper Town, Lowertown and Sandy Hill West Character Areas of the Central
Area designations of the Official Plan;

(2)

limit commercial uses to individual occupancies or in groupings in well defined areas such that they
do not affect the development of the designated Traditional and Arterial Mainstreets as viable mixeduse areas;

(3)

permit uses that are often large and serve or draw from broader areas than the surrounding
community and which may generate traffic, noise or other impacts provided the anticipated impacts
are adequately mitigated or otherwise addressed; and

(4)

impose development standards that will ensure that the uses are compatible and complement
surrounding land uses.

With this application, the intent is to request that the holding zone be lifted from the subject property
to allow the proposed development in conformity with the Official Plan and the provisions of the
existing zone. The proposed apartment dwelling, high-rise is a permitted use within the zone and the
preliminary design and site plan conform to the performance standards of the zone. During the site
plan control approval process, should minor changes be required to these performance standards, these
will be addressed through an application for minor variance to the Committee of Adjustment.

7. Urban Design Review Panel
The subject property is designated on Schedule I – Multi-use Pathways and Scenic Entry Points – Urban
as part of a scenic entry point along the Airport Parkway. As result, the Official Plan requires that the
proposal be subject to review by the Urban Design Review Panel. Submissions were made to this Panel
on October 3rd and December 5th, 2013 with a detailed commentary provided to the proponent. The
following is a summary of the comments from the first review with the response as presented at the
second meeting:
Summary of UDRP Comments – October 2013
General Comments
 Architecture must respond to prominent
location entering Ottawa from airport visibility of the elevated site from the Airport
Parkway, Transitway and O Train corridor.
 The landscaping around the site will be very
important – challenges of exposed side and
back of the site.
 2nd pre-consult requires additional:
o Cross sections indicating the site’s
vertical and horizontal relationship to the
movement corridor & sculptural massing.
o Photographs of the context from

Response for 2nd Submission – December 2013
 Additional attention has been paid to gateway
context and the southern building in particular
has been rotated to provide a more dramatic
view.
 Submission slides provide more detail on
landscaping.
 Additional cross sections and photographs
from a variety of vantage points have been
included to demonstrate these relationships.
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different vantage points with the
proposed buildings superimposed to
demonstrate massing and views
travelling by site.
Entry Location
 High visibility of the site and buildings from
the Airport Parkway corridor requires
strengthening the building’s architecture.
 The location deserves an appropriately high
quality of design. The “Alternate” design
concept appears more promising than the
more detail proposal with its heavily
contrasting upper floors.
 Consider incorporating high-quality fencing as
well as generous planting along the O-Train
boundary.
 The architecture should respond to the
dynamic setting, and how it will be
experienced at different speeds. Strategic
views need to be considered as gateway to
City but integrated into neighbourhood.
Massing / Architectural Design
 Recommend a bold, elegant, and sculptural
design of the buildings. To achieve this, the
buildings may include staccato vertical
elements or a facade that warps and twists.







The verticality of the buildings to be more
prominent than horizontality. Rotate the
proposed curvilinear form of the south tower
toward the SW corner to face the Airport
Parkway.
Consider altering the heights of the buildings.
A slab building with an efficient core may be a
cost-effective alternative. Cost savings could
be used to achieve simple and modernist
facades.

A window wall construction may also be
more appropriate and contemporary than
that proposed.
Site Circulation and Services
 The servicing of the site needs to be resolved
for future meetings including details on how
automobiles and delivery vans will circulate
and also access the nearby transit.

 These points have been covered in previous
comments.
 The redesign has looked more closely at the
relationship of the various buildings on the site
and has tied the designs together through
architectural detailing and transitions between
adjacent buildings. It was also felt that each
tower required some unique treatments to
differentiate them on the site with particular
attention to the southern building which will
be most visible to visitors to the city.

 To the extent that this can be accomplished
given the cost per square foot constraints in
this part of the city, additional efforts to create
architectural interest have been used.
 The southern building has been rotated to
address this view. Architectural detailing has
been used to create a greater sense of height
in the structure.
 Due to the 50 metre cap in the Official Plan,
the site is constrained with respect to height
and 16 storeys is seen as optimal to achieve a
reasonable density.
 Current redesign is based on an exploration of
efficient design, materials and construction
opportunities.
 Roadway design has been altered to create
opportunities for access to each tower at
grade for service vehicles. As well, the ramp
entrance allows for drop offs as well as parked
trucks requiring front door access.
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The storm water retention pond may be cut
off from the two buildings. The proponent
should possibly find ways to link amenity
space to it.



The proponent needs to put additional
attention into the function of the walkways
and landscaped areas of the site, and also to
their lighting. In particular, the safety of users
during the dark and snowy winter months
needs to be addressed.



Investigate the possibility of abandoning the
walkway along the western edge of the site,
as it appears likely to be underused.

 Additional information has been provided in
this submission to demonstrate this
connectivity.
 Additional attention has been paid to the
pathway system as it is an integral part of
north-south and east-west movement on the
site. Adequate lighting and good sight lines
will be key to addressing the safety concerns.
 This pathway is seen as an important
community benefit which arose in discussions
with the Councillor’s office. It’s a needed
linkage with the City’s network.

The proposed design in the current application has further responded to the commentary from the
Panel. As part of the site plan control approval process, this application will undergo a final review by
the Panel after receiving approval of the zoning amendment and before final approval of the site plan
control application.

8. Summary Opinion
It is my professional planning opinion that the requested Zoning By-law Amendment represents good
land use planning and is appropriate for the subject property for the following reasons:


The proposal is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement with respect to the development
of a vacant site located within the urban area adjacent to a rapid transit station.



The proposal is in conformity with the goals, objectives and policies of the General Urban Area
which encourages intensification of underutilized sites which is consistent and supportive of the
existing neighbourhood character. The site meets the criteria for a location where greater
building heights would be permitted as it is transit supportive, at a gateway into the City and
where compatibility with the surrounding community can be demonstrated. This site is located
adjacent to an existing rapid transit station with plans for future redevelopment and is a
designated gateway into the City of Ottawa for visors arriving from the airport.



The proposal is in conformity with the more detailed policies of the Bank Street Secondary Plan
as it is located in the Walkley Node which is an area identified for high-rise intensification. The
building design complies with the architectural policies found in the Built Form and Design
sections of the Secondary Plan.



The proposed development was evaluated against the urban design and compatibility criteria of
Section 4.11 and it was determined that it will have no undue adverse impacts on the
surrounding community particularly with respect to traffic, parking and shadowing. The
proposed development of this site will allow for greater opportunities to provide east-west
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linkages to the rapid transit station as well as valuable links in the City’s off road pathway
network.


Section 4.11 also includes policies setting out the appropriate location and design of taller
buildings. Taller buildings should locate on sites which are within 600 metres of a rapid transit
station; designated in a secondary plan; at a gateway location; supporting opportunities for
increasing transit ridership and; on sites which are zoned for high-rise development. The
subject property complies with all of these criteria.



The proposal meets the intent and spirit of the City’s Design Guidelines for High-Rise Housing.
The proposal meets key design considerations related to building placement and orientation,
pedestrian orientation and accessibility, human scale and meaningful open space.



As required by the holding provision of the current zoning, a Traffic Brief was prepared by
Delcan and a Servicing Study by MMM Group which indicates the site can adequately served by
the proposed traffic measures and piped services.



Overall, the proposed development will contribute positively to the immediate area by
completing the development started in Phase 1 as well as to the surrounding community while
sensitively increasing height and density to meet the City’s goals and policy objectives with
respect to intensification and urban design.

Prepared and submitted by
Signed original on file
Dennis Jacobs MCIP, RPP
Principal Planner
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Appendix to Planning Rationale
655 and 755 Anand Private

Phase 1 under
construction

Phase 2

Site Context
Subject Property
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Low profile residential

Mixed retail
Commercial

Low profile residential

Phase 1 under
construction

BRT & O-Train
Station

Low profile residential

Mixed retail
Commercial

Aerial Photograph - 2014
Subject Property
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Schedule B – Urban Policy Plan
Subject Property - General Urban designation
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Subject Property

Schedule D – Rapid Transit Network
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Subject Property

Schedule I Multi-Use Pathways and Scenic Entry Routes
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Existing Zoning: GM1[1404]F(2.0)H(50)-h
Subject Property
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Overall Site Plan of
Phases 1 and 2

Phase 2 - Site Plan

Preliminary Site Plan
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